
TOP 5 CAMERAS
FOR CONFERENCING
Conferencing has changed forever, and creating transformative workplace
experiences that cultivate a sense of belonging forall members of the
distributed team is vital. This means usingtechnology solutions designed
to help employees be seen andheard, no matter where they’re working.

Explore our top camera picks to best fit your AV needs.

Companies that rushed to add webcams on tripods to create conference rooms 
on the fly are quickly finding the experience lacking. What does a pro camera do? 

Here’s what. 

Resist the Urge for Quick-Fix Webcams:

 ✓ PRESETS: Open up the presentation 
space allowing participants the 
freedom to move around and 
seamlessly switch camera views.

 ✓ ZOOM: Ensure everyone in the room 
can be seen clearly when speaking so 
remote attendees can fully participate.

 ✓ FLEXIBILITY: PoE powered cameras 
give you more options for placement 
without having to rewire the room.

 ✓ PLUG & PLAY: In a BYOD world, 
cameras that can be driven through 
a USB connection keep meetings on 
track.

 ✓ REMOTE MANAGEMENT: Reboot, 
unmute, and update firmware from 
anywhere to maximize uptime.

*Need more camera info? Find out everything you need to know about PTZ cameras here. 

https://www.legrandav.com/resources/white_papers_guides_and_ebooks/primer_on_ptz_camera
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EXPLORE THESE TOP 5 CAMERAS 
FOR CONFERENCING

MOST POPULAR

SMALL ROOM MEDIUM ROOM LARGE ROOM LARGE ROOM LARGE ROOM

PRODUCT ConferenceSHOT ePTZ ConferenceSHOT AV IntelliSHOT RoboSHOT 12E HDBT
OneLINK Bridge Express EasyIP

ZOOM 5x 10x 30x 12x Variety of 5x, 10x, 20x, 30x options

AUDIO

BUILT-IN AUDIO ✓ ✓ ✓

AUDIO
PAIRS  WITH

Plug in up to two CeilingMIC or 
TableMIC microphones for  

excellent coverage. Optional 
speaker available in select bundles 

Pair two TableMICs or CeilingMICs 
or up to four Dante networked audio 

microphones like popular EasyIP 
CeilingMIC D

AUTO FRAMING ✓ ✓ ✓

SOFT CLIENT COMPATIBLE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

COOL
FACTOR

Widest angle Choose from a variety of bundles Highest image quality for finest details Pro image quality with  
ultra-smooth Pan-Tilt-Zoom  

Built-in camera extension for installation 
flexibility 

Intelligent Auto-Framing Save preset views to keep
presentations engaging

Customized presenter-tracking 
parameters

Extension system with audio + video 
bridging included

Easily add more cameras  
or microphones

Extra-small form factor with 
many mounting options

Convenient hand-held remote  
control for easy operation

Low profile mounting  
behind the display

HDMI out for confidence monitor or 
overflow room display

Switch between cameras for  
ultimate in-room experience  

for remote participants

PRICE $ $$ $$ $$$ $$-$$$

PART # 999-21050-000 Choose your bundle 999-21100-000 999-99600-270 Choose your bundle

https://www.legrandav.com/products/audio/microphones/easyip-ceilingmic-d#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/audio/microphones/easyip-tablemic-d-microphone#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/audio/microphones/easyip-tablemic-d-microphone#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/audio/microphones/easyip-ceilingmic-d#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/cameras/videoconferencing_ptz_camera/conferenceshot-av#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/search#q=easyip&sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/resources/applications/conferencing/camera-comparison-chart
https://www.legrandav.com/products/cameras/hd_fixed_camera/conferenceshot-eptz-camera/999-21050-000#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/cameras/hd_fixed_camera/conferenceshot-eptz-camera/999-21050-000#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/cameras/videoconferencing_ptz_camera/conferenceshot-av#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/cameras/hd_fixed_camera/intellishot-eptz-camera/999-21100-000#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/cameras/hd_fixed_camera/intellishot-eptz-camera/999-21100-000#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/resources/solutions/work_from_home_solutions/multi-conferencing-camera-comparison
https://www.legrandav.com/resources/applications/conferencing/cabling-comparison-chart
https://www.legrandav.com/resources/applications/conferencing/cart-comparison-chart
https://www.legrandav.com/products/cameras/hd_ptz_camera/roboshot-12e-hdbt/999-99600-270#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/products/cameras/hd_ptz_camera/roboshot-12e-hdbt/999-99600-270#sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20
https://www.legrandav.com/search#q=easyip&sort=relevancy&numberOfResults=20

